Evolution of species of all life forms is the manifestation of the
Evolution of their Genes and Genomes
Genes and Genomes

Mechanism of Gene Evolution
GENE

Genes, being a heredity unit,
encode protein and RNAs that
consequently establish the
phenotype of an organism.
Collection of genes in an
organism is called as genome.
The organisms evolved as a
result of random variations
followed by natural selection in
their genes and genomes
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Gene recombination is
another mechanism by
which organism produces
genetic variations in the
progeny. Briefly, different
combinations of gene
variations is generated by
exchanging parts of
chromosomes

Genes may duplicate
to increase their copy
number in order to
gain tissue specificity
or achieve high level
of expression
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Genes
duplicated at
different level of
speciation
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Gene Duplication
Higher mutation
rate in one
daughter gene
may result in the
origin of new
gene with novel
function(s)

Domain/Exon
Shuffling

Gene Duplication Recombination

Duplicated
genes are
identical at
beginning

Domains
transfer from the
evolutionary
unrelated genes

Whole Genome Duplication
Evolutionary history of life is
full of surprises, of these
Whole Genome Duplication
events are among the most
profound. These events
resulted in the extensive
expansion of gene families
which in turn brought
structural and/or functional
novelties

Zn finger domain is
present in several
human proteins.
Many of them have
no evolutionary
relationship

Gene Birth and Death
Ancestral Gene
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One of the daughter genes
Daughter genes may retain their
undergoes such mutations
original sequence and structure to that impede its protein coding
attain tissue specificity and/or higher
ability to reduce gene
gene expression
redundancy. Such genes are
called pseudogenes
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One of the daughter genes
undergoes mutation that
brings completely new function
(neo-functionalization)

Gene Duplication # 7
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One of the daughter genes
undergoes mutation that
brings new function while
retaining ancestral one as well
(sub-functionalization)
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